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21, 2010, till the end of the test period — that is, August 24, 
2010 — AApl shares have fallen from $279.01 to $242.01.) 
The MetaStock formulas for the Enhanced System Tester are 
shown in the sidebar, “MetaStock Formulas For Enhanced 
System Tester.”

Let us look at Figure 7. This one is of a company, BP, that 

METASTOCK FORMULAS FOR 
ENHANCED SYSTEM TESTER

Enhanced system tester BUY signal

Bnd:= Mov(C,15,S);

UpBd:= Bnd * 1.02;

Close > UpBd and Ref(C,-1)<Ref(UpBd,-1)

Enhanced system tester SHORT signal

Bnd:= Mov(C,15,S);

LwBd:= Bnd * 0.98;

Close < LwBd and Ref(C,-1)>Ref(LwBd,-1)
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has had its share of news headlines. In the chart I have drawn 
the price as a line rather than a candlestick because it is easier 
to read when prices penetrate the JM internal band. I have 
included the RSi. Note that in August 2010 the RSi did not 
move into the sell zone, yet the JM internal band suggested 
a short that is proving to be profitable. Whether you use a 
candlestick chart or a line chart depends on your ability to 
read a signal correctly. 
 The only time the strategy has let me down, and we can 
see this by studying the charts, is when the market is in a 
sideways trend, a problem that occurs with any strategy that 
uses a moving average. We can never forecast this, so you 
buy or short as indicated. Staying with the strategy over this 
period has minimized losses, even given small profits. 

Keeping it simple
Conservative investors could well use this 
strategy to monitor their portfolios, to when 
a position needs to be closed or confirm a 
long or short position on any share they wish 
to play. If you only play the long side of the 
market, you could change the offset to 1.5% 
for a long position, for example, which would 
give a buy signal much faster, but then you are 

FIGURE 7: READING SIGNALS ON A LINE CHART. Using a line chart makes it easier to see when prices penetrate the JM internal band. The RSI is also seen on 
this chart. In August 2010 the RSI did not move into the sell zone, yet the JM Internal band suggested a short.

Continued on page 69
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